Dunn’s Marsh Neighborhood Association responses to include in the Madison City Staff Comment
section that goes with Madison resolution #20239 regarding the SDEIS for the Verona Road Project.
KEY: The text of the Madison City Staff comments is in black italic 10-point type. The portions the
DMNA is especially responding to are highlighted in yellow. DMNA response is in blue bold 12-point
type. Red page numbers refer to page numbers in the pdf version of the comments sent to the neighborhood
in late October/early November.
WisDOT Project I.D. 1206-07-03, SPES-F NH 04 U.S. Highway 18/151 Verona
Road/Beltline: City of Madison Comments
Note: The following comments have been compiled by the City of Madison, Planning Division, City
Engineering Division, Traffic Engineering Division, and Metro Transit.

Differences Between Verona Road DEIS (2004) and SDEIS (2010)
The major difference between the 2004 and 2010 documents pertains to the staging of roadway improvements in the Verona
Road/West Beltline corridor, and the impacts on neighborhoods in the Verona Road/West Beltline vicinity. The most significant
difference between the SDEIS and the original DEIS is that WisDOT has now identified near-term construction projects –
including the single-point interchange at the intersection of Verona Road and the West Beltline – that should forestall the need
for Stage 3 improvements for 20 years or more after completion of the Stage 1 improvements. The current SDEIS includes the
depressed freeway within the Stage 3 portion of the project. WisDOT has indicated that it will re-evaluate impacts and mitigation
measures at that time. The WisDOT should work closely with the City of Madison in completing this evaluation at that time and
should formally commit to this re-evaluation in the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the project.
A concern of the City of Madison regarding the Verona Road project (expressed in 2004, as part of the original DEIS) were the
requirements of Executive Order 12898, which state that federally funded projects shall identify and address, as appropriate,
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on minority populations or low-income populations,
including the inter-related social and economic effects. At that time, WisDOT proposed the construction of a depressed freeway
(with walls, fencing and 55 mile-per-hour traffic) as part of the first phase of construction. At that time, the original Draft EIS
indicated that this portion of the project “results in several impacts having disproportionately high and adverse effects on
minority or low- income populations in the Allied-Dunn’s Marsh Neighborhood” (which include residential relocations, business
relocations, neighborhood access changes, parkland changes, and increased psychological and physical isolation of
neighborhoods separated by the freeway).
WisDOT is now proposing a staging of the preferred alternative to address current needs and to put off the need for the Stage 3
improvements. The SDEIS indicates on page ES-8 that property acquisitions, for example that are not needed until the full
freeway conversion can remain so that existing businesses and residents not needed for stages 1 and 2 can remain and continue
to serve the residing business or residence.

Stage 1 and all future stages are based on the idea of accommodating every long and short distant
motorist and trucker who may or may not have business or pleasure in the Madison metropolitan
area. WisDOT should take a more humanitarian view to protect populations in urban areas from
ever-widening transportation corridors and should be aggressive in providing for (1) means to
bypass the urban area such as South and perhaps North “Relievers” and (2) facilities for mass transit
such as additional park and ride lots at strategic traffic-generating spots, special lanes for buses, and
space for future rail).
Already there is research to show that people - especially children and especially minorities - who live
near freeways suffer from a variety of negative health outcomes at much higher rates than those who
live further away. These negative outcomes range from crib death, stunted lung growth, poor
attention span and lack of ability to concentrate to asthma to leukemia and other cancers. (Please
refer to the long list of research studies already provided to WisDOT.) Children living within 250
yards of highways like this get cancer at 6 times the ordinary rate and leukemia at 8 times the normal
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rate. This is not a reason to invite more traffic but a caution to put the traffic in non-urban areas
where fewer people will be affected.
Many in the neighborhoods would prefer a moratorium on the Verona Road project until plans are
made to divert non-local traffic from the Verona/Beltline corridor by means of one or more bypasses.
Presently, the Beltline is over-crowded, and widening Verona Road can’t fix that. Diverting traffic
from the Beltline should be a priority. Barring a moratorium, a full-fledged study of diversion
strategies should be conducted before additional planning for Stage 3.

The City appreciates the open and inclusive process used to prepare the SDEIS and to respond to City of
Madison concerns. The City of Madison also acknowledges the extensive outreach efforts made to engage the community during
the development and evaluation of the alternatives, and the efforts that WisDOT has made toward minimizing and mitigating the
negative impacts.

Acknowledging WisDOT’s efforts to reach out, it is still true that this is a very complicated project
that requires individuals to put out extraordinary effort to become truly informed, keep up with
changed plans, and be able to question or comment meaningfully. For many people living in the area,
participation was out of the question because survival is more important, work schedules may have
conflicted with meeting times, individuals felt their input would not be heeded or were afraid to talk
in front of a crowd, because they were too new in the neighborhood to be invested in its welfare, or
figured they would be out of the neighborhood before the project commenced. In some cases,
WisDOT actively curtailed resident comment at meetings in order to avoid giving residents a forum
for “stirring up” the audience, and in at least one one-to-one meeting ridiculed a resident for “not
knowing” the neighborhood. The conditions of the public hearing on October 13, 2010, made
residents feel disrespected.
As has been indicated by WisDOT, prior to the implementation of the Stage 3 improvements, additional
information will be developed as part of a future environmental evaluation process for the Stage 3 alternative. It is important that
such potential impacts be carefully reviewed at that time, which could be 20 years or more after the completion of Stage 1
improvements. As noted above, the City of Madison is not making many specific, detailed recommendations on the Stage 3
improvements proposed at this time.
In the interim, the City of Madison would like to provide some comments on the Stage 3 alternative as
information to help guide the future evaluation of Stage 3 improvements in future planning activities. These
p. 2
comments are provided on page 10, under the heading “Stage 3 Improvements in the SDEIS”. The City of
Madison looks forward to working with WisDOT and fully participating in these future planning activities.
Street System
General Comments: The City would like to point out that, although access to businesses and residences along Verona Road may
become more circuitous (primarily due to the design of the new jug handle intersection and grade separations), the roadway
design elements have numerous positive impacts as well. Traffic safety and traffic flow are greatly improved with the new design,
and connectivity is improved between the east and west sides of Verona Road. Bicycle and pedestrian travel are also enhanced
with the connectivity improvements provided in the roadway design.

DMNA would point out that the jughandle under Verona Road is not much of an improvement for
any motorist from the neighborhood. Now the routes are direct and fast both onto and across Verona
Road with only one signal to contend with. For many neighborhood motorists and for police and
emergency vehicles, the crossing will likely be slower because of added distance, circular roads, and
more stopping points. The jughandle was developed to serve motorists and truckers who want to pass
by our neighborhood.
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In addition, by making Atticus Way into the frontage road – circling the strip mall, Walgreen’s, and
cash-for-titles business - it will become infinitely more dangerous for pedestrians to access popular
business places. Lack of sight lines, additional and faster traffic, pedestrians who will cross at their
convenience rather than at a distant crosswalk are the issues. Avalon Village and most of the Belmar
and Allied Drive sections of the neighborhood will be most affected. The Belmar and Allied sections
of the neighborhood will be more cut off from the Crawford and Marlborough parts of the
neighborhood.
1. Page ES-2 recognizes the need to enhance non-motorized transportation in the project’s Purpose and Need, which the City of
Madison fully supports.
2. 2. Page ES-3, para. D, Neighborhood Connectivity (Transit/Non-motorized Travel). This paragraph includes a little about
vehicular connectivity but nothing about either transit or non-motorized travel. The City of Madison strongly supports the need
for connectivity among transit and non-motorized transportation modes, and urges WisDOT to integrate such connectivity into
the final design of the project and include some mention of the improvements that are being included in this section.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Connectivity
General Comment: Wherever the plan shows a pedestrian crosswalk, if a staged crossing is anticipated for pedestrians, it is
important that the median refuge island be sufficiently wide for pedestrian safety and comfort.
3. ES-5, Stage 1: WisDOT should work closely with the City of Madison during the final design process to ensure that pedestrian
and bicycle access is safely accommodated in the area near the new jug handle underpass of Verona Road. There will be heavy
vehicular traffic using the underpass and on the jug handle roads, since these facilities replace the left turns onto Verona Road.
There needs to be (a) a separate, two- way bicycle path located in the jug handle underpass, (b) good, safe connections to the
streets and sidewalks, and (c) well-designed on-street bike facilities to make this intersection workable – and to ensure safe
access to Walgreen’s and other area businesses. Given the changes in access - which will preclude left turns from Verona
Road/USH 151 to Summit - it will be important that guide and directional signage be developed, to help facilitate wayfinding for
local streets and businesses located in the vicinity of (and adjacent to) Verona Road.
4. ES-5, Stage 2: WisDOT should work with the City of Madison and the City of Fitchburg, during the final design process, on the
design of the bicycle facilities in the area of CTH PD and Verona Road. The existing bike path along Verona Road should be
maintained south to CTH PD. The main route, however, should be rerouted to the rail corridor to the east of Verona Rd and a
new crossing of CTH PD should be created. Maintain the underpass of Verona Road near Williamsburg Way. The connection
between the Military Ridge Bicycle Trail and Cannonball Path across CTH PD should also be accommodated, not as an
alternative to, but in addition to the path along Verona Road. The crossing of CTH PD, if at-grade, should have actuated signals.
If the crossing is grade-separated, it should include connections to the bicycle lanes on CTH PD.

DMNA strongly agrees with connecting transit & non-motorized traffic, safe ped/bike access, and
maintaining bike path connections. However, we prefer grade-separated bikeway crossings of
PD/McKee Road (Southwest Commuter Path/Badger State Trail, Cannonball Trail, Military Rideg
Trail) and of Verona Road south of McKee Road to connect the Military Ridge Trail to Nesbitt Road.
We also point to the clear need for a ped/bike bridge across Verona Road and its frontage roads at the
Beltline (south side of the Beltline) to replace the 18-lane at-grade crossing.
pp. 2& 3
Carling Drive/Freeport Road Underpass Connection
5. ES-4 and Figure 2.5-18 for Stage 1: WisDOT should work closely with the City of Madison to carefully design the potential
connection of Carling Drive and Allied Drive north to Freeport Road. The additional street crossing would provide for better
east/west connectivity across Verona Road while maintaining adequate routing options for Metro Transit Buses. However, the
new street crossing has a number of design challenges, including relocating the adjacent bike path, directing traffic toward
streets with poor vertical geometry, and safety challenges for connecting to the Southwest Bicycle Path. This connection will
result in additional points of conflict between motorists and bicyclists, which do not exist today. The City of Madison and
WisDOT should work carefully to design the intersection in a manner that minimizes these impacts, but does not eclipse the
benefits of improved connectivity that this street would provide to the neighborhood. The new street crossing has also
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encountered opposition from some of the neighborhoods in the area. The City of Madison looks forward to working with WisDOT
during the final design process to resolve these issues and provide the safest crossing opportunity possible in that area, for all
modes of transportation.
6. ES-4 and Figure 2.5-18 for Stage 1: The extension of Carling Drive to Allied Drive appears to remove the existing pedestrian
connection from Carling Drive to the Raymond Road intersection, and it is essential that this connection be maintained. If
WisDOT intends to have the proposed section of Carling Drive serve as the bike connection replacing the existing off road path,
than it is essential that a sidewalk be constructed on the easterly side of Carling Drive to serve pedestrians. As an alternative, the
existing bike path could be relocated. The City also urges WisDOT to also maintain the existing intra-block pedestrian connection
from the bike path to Allied Drive.

Absolutely! Great care must be taken to minimize bike/car safety conflicts caused by Carling
Drive/Freeport Road connections! DMNA/ADMNA have also asked that Freeport only be a
temporary road during construction.
p. 3
Frontage Roads
7. The City of Madison supports the accommodation of bicycle lanes along all frontage roads.

Absolutely it is necessary to accommodate bike lanes! Some of bicycle lane painting will be done in
2011 by City of Madison but will need to be replaced as the project proceeds.
8. The City of Madison recommends the selection of Option B, as the frontage road redesign alternative in the southeast quadrant
of the Beltline/Verona Road intersection. This option does not re-route the frontage road to Britta Parkway. The City also
supports to use of landscaping, vegetation, green space and architectural treatments, in order to mitigate the impacts of building
relocations in the area.

Absolutely, we want the frontage road to stay along the Beltline. The Option B request originated in
the neighborhood.
9. With the elimination of the existing traffic signal at the intersection of USH 151 and Summit (except for providing a signal for
inbound 151 at the Avalon Village right turn lane), three new signalized intersections are created (noted below). The City feels
that it is important that the State operate and maintain these signals, and they not become a local expense.
- Summit and the south frontage road;
- Summit and Freeport Road; and,
- Summit and the north frontage road.

Agreed, that the state should operate and maintain the new signals construction makes necessary.
p.3 & 4
Midvale/Beltline/single-point urban interchange (SPUI)/Seminole Highway area
10. The City of Madison prefers to have a direct sidewalk connection between the ramps under the SPUI, and urges WisDOT to
consider this type of crossing option as part of the final design process. At this time, the Stage 1 exhibit shows some misdirection.

Instead of at-grade crossings, DMNA/ADMNA request a ped-bike overpass over Verona Road and its
frontage roads at the Beltlline – just south of the Beltline - since crossing 18 lanes at grade will be
dangerous no matter how large the islands are, how direct the walkways may be, or how many signals
control motor and foot traffic.
11. Detailed plans for lighting under the Beltline bridge need to be finalized and formalized, and the City looks forward to
working with WisDOT on the development of these plans.

Absolutely! Also work with the neighborhoods on lighting under the Beltline bridge..
12. A median opening is shown, between the SPUI and the intersection of Nakoma Road and Midvale Boulevard. The City would
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like to ensure that this median opening is intended to serve a remaining driveway to the Dorn Hardware site. It is important that
traffic not queue back from the SPUI and create a multiple threat crash condition where northbound left-turn traffic crosses
queued southbound vehicles and is struck by southbound right-turn traffic in the outside lane. In addition, there are currently two
driveways to the Dorn Hardware/Strip mall from Hammersley Road. WisDOT should work with the City of Madison to clearly
identify how these accesses will be affected, as part of the Stage 1 improvements.

Yes. The Dunn’s Marsh Neighborhood uses Dorn Hardware entrances too and safety is a concern.
13. The project’s final design process needs to carefully consider the traffic operations along Midvale Boulevard. The City is
particularly interested to review the operations at the intersection of Nakoma Road and Midvale Boulevard, given the anticipated
increases in turning volumes (which may result from the closure of the Dorn Hardware driveway from the westbound Beltline onramp). In addition, given that Verona Road north of the SPUI is being widened, the potential impacts on the closely-spaced
intersections of Nakoma Road/Midvale Boulevard and Nakoma Road/Doncaster Drive need to be fully understood, and
mitigation measures identified. WisDOT should work closely with the City of Madison to conduct detailed traffic operations
planning for that area.

Agreed, that traffic operations around the Midvale/Nakoma intersection need special study and care.
Perhaps this area would be a candidate for a round-about?
p. 4
Property Acquisitions
General Comment: The proposed property acquisitions, although regrettable, appear necessary to accommodate the preferred
alternative. The City acknowledges WisDOT’s efforts with business and residential relocations and the development of mitigation
measures.
Aesthetic Treatments, Landscaping and Green Space
1. The City appreciates WisDOT’s commitment to providing aesthetic treatments throughout the project area, including
vegetation, green space and architectural treatments. Specifically, the Supplemental Final Environmental Impact Statement must
commit to a high level of urban streetscape improvements along all reconstructed streets. All fencing must be of high aesthetic
quality and adequately screened. Architectural/aesthetic/artistic treatments and textures should be applied to all concrete
structures associated with bridges, crossings, noise barriers and all above ground structures. Entrance features and public art
should be incorporated into the project, where appropriate. The City of Madison urges WisDOT to hire an architect, landscape
architect, and to include a public artist on the project’s final design team.

Absolutely! Representatives of the neighborhoods should also be included on the aestheic design team
too.

2. The City feels that it is important that WisDOT expand the green space between the frontage roads and the Beltline, and
between the frontage roads and Verona Road (where possible). The City of Madison is hopeful that the additional property
acquisition will make this possible. In addition, the City requests that WisDOT consider, in the southwest quadrant, measures to
improve the aesthetics between the frontage road and Beltline - such as a narrow planter or specific architectural treatments. In
general, terraces should provide for a minimum of 8 feet of grass between the sidewalk and the curb and gutter (and more is
desirable). In addition to improving the overall appearance, these measures will provide adequate space for healthy trees and
separation for pedestrians.

Moving the frontage roads further into the neighborhood to expand green space between them and
the Beltline should be accompanied - on the neighborhood side of the Beltline frontage road by attractive vegetation, and berms or sound walls to block traffic noise.
3. In the SDEIS, WisDOT has indicated its intent to involve adjacent residents to a considerable degree in developing context
sensitive features, aesthetic treatments, and landscaping during the design phase of the project. The City supports that
commitment and looks forward to refining these important project elements as the final design process moves forward.
Furthermore, the City proposes that a formal agreement between WisDOT and the City of Madison to ensure the integration of
aesthetic treatments into the design of the roadway facility and the proper maintenance of aesthetic features and landscaped green
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space.

The city and WisDOT should work with the various neighborhood organizations all together at the
same time rather than simply with individuals or with different organizations on a one-by-one
fragmented, piecemeal basis. Agreements with WisDOTshould be formalized even to the point of
being contracts as requested by the city to ensure aesthetic integration and ongoing maintenance.
p. 5
Storm and Sanitary Sewer
1. Page 4-159 shows proposed bio-retention basins in the jug-handle. Public sanitary sewer and water main reside in these areas,
as well as possible other utilities.
2. Sanitary facilities on the frontage roads may need to be relocated, depending on which option is selected. At a minimum, the
City of Madison will need to evaluate the condition of sewer mains to determine rehabilitation strategies prior to the interchange
work being completed. There will be varying degrees of sewer work required, depending on the degree of improvements.
3. Page 4-160 discusses the potential for a wet detention basin in Dunn’s Marsh. The document states that “Further coordination
with officials from the City of Fitchburg and the WDNR is being pursued.” The lands for the proposed wet detention basin are
owned by the City of Madison Storm Water Utility, and as such coordination with the City of Madison will be necessary. The
proposed pond shown in Figure K. 3-2 needs to be coordinated with the City of Madison (not the City of Fitchburg) as Madison
are the owners of this piece of land.

The DMNA/ADMNA oppose a wet detention basin in Dunn’s Marsh. This basin would be partially
located on land dedicated to the public as parkland when the Allied Drive subdivision was approved
in 1963. While City records now show this land as “owned by the stormwater utility,” this is simply
an administrative designation. We oppose using wooded land for detention and have asked that the
water be stored on or under the right of way where it can percolate into the soil naturally.
Underground storage solution was suggested to us by the co-chair of the WICCI (Wisconsin Initiative
on Climate Change Impacts) Stormwater Working Group, a statewide group that includes engineers,
planners, utility operators, local government officials, state regulators, and academic researchers.
They have recently issued a report Stormwater Management in a Changing Climate: Managing High
Flow and High Water Levels in Wisconsin which points out that while average precipitation in
Wisconsin hasn’t risen, storm events have become more intense and runoff issues have similarly
intensified.
4. The proposed wet detention basin in Dunn’s Marsh will need to be designed such that it does not interfere with the conveyance
channel that carries the runoff discharging from the west. The proposed basin will need maintenance access and an agreement
with WisDOT (to maintain the facility, monitor water quality, and ensure that negative impacts on water quality are fully
addressed).

Absolutely, WisDOT should maintain facilities, monitor water quality, and fully address negative.
water quality impacts. All stormwater facilities should be designed to prevent any negative quantity
and quality effects either upstsream or downstream of them.
5. Page 4-161 shows a proposed bio-swale or bio-retention area north of the Beltline and adjacent to the bike path. This area has
been prone to periodic flooding, including (less frequently) on the Beltline. The flooding should be reviewed and any design
should improve the situation to the extent practical.
p. 5
Traffic Management Planning: Project Construction
1. The City of Madison urges WisDOT to implement traffic mitigation measures, in order to minimize the amount of traffic that
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cuts through neighborhoods (both during and after construction. Special attention should be given to the safe flow of traffic along
Verona Road, Midvale Boulevard, Seminole Highway and Whitney Way. Specifically, a detailed traffic management and
wayfinding plan should be prepared (for use during the construction project) - to help minimize neighborhood cut-through traffic
on local streets, accommodate safe traffic flow, ensure safe and convenient access to area businesses and residents, ensure
accessibility for ambulance and other public safety vehicles and access to local bus service. WisDOT should consider hiring offduty law enforcement personnel to provide speed limit enforcement on Whitney Way and Seminole Highway.

In addition, a signal at Sentinel Pass and Seminole Highway may be necessary to create gaps so that
neighborhood traffic can get out and back in.
pp. 5-6
Air Quality and Noise Mitigation
1. The document notes that sound walls are a noise mitigation option at several locations. The City would like to confirm that if
these sound walls are included in the Final EIS that they will be built. If there is some additional process which is needed to
decide if sound walls should be built in these areas WisDOT should work with the City of Madison to identify and carryout this
process. WisDOT should also work with the City to identify alternatives for the future use of the Highlander Motel – recognizing
that, if the Highlander remains, it will eliminate the potential for sound walls in that area of the southeast quadrant of the
Beltline/Verona Road intersection.

All possible ways to lessen the noise of the highways should be considered during Stage 1 including
sound walls, berms, vegetation - even though some areas may not qualify for sound walls because not
enough “receptors” are affected or the cost of providing them would exceed the maximum amount
per receptor. Unless the Highlander Motel is removed, under the SDEIS the Dunn’s Marsh
neighborhood would not be protected from noise in any way during Stage 1. If the motel is moved,
only a very short wall is planned.
2. The City of Madison urges WisDOT to monitor air quality in adjacent neighborhoods, which should include regular reporting
and possibly a monitoring station.

Baseline monitoring of air quality is needed now as well as monitoring during and after construction
with regular reporting to the neighborhood.

3. WisDOT should work with the City of Madison to support the weatherization of homes in the area, to help reduce the impacts
of noise and air pollution. WisDOT should work with the City of Madison to support the facilitate the use of grants to low-income
homeowners, information sharing, and other mechanisms.

Absolutely, WisDOT and the City should work together to provide weatherization.
4. WisDOT is urged to support the City of Madison and (A)DMNA, to help secure a grant for Health Impact Assessment for the
Verona Road project, and work to implement recommendations.

Absolutely, a Health Impact Assessment is needed and WisDot should help secure it!
p. 6
Transit System
1. ES-15 (Efforts to Minimize and Mitigate Impacts j. Installing bike lanes and sidewalks on all frontage road
and neighborhood roads being constructed in Stages 1): The City of Madison would like to ensure that all
frontage roads have sidewalk connections to all bus stops, which may result in additional sidewalks at
various locations throughout the study area. At a minimum, where continuous sidewalk is not provided,
sufficient right of way should be available on both sides of the roadway at intersections and other pedestrian
access points to allow for concrete boarding surfaces and a curb ramp/crosswalk connection from one side
of the street to the other.

Absolutely, we need sidewalks and bike lanes all along the frontage roads!
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2. 2-1: Include some mention of the creation of the Regional Transit Authority under the list of coordinating
agencies, alternatives and broad transportation strategies.

Yes, it’s important to mention creation of the Regional Transit Authority.
3. 2-17, Figure 2.5-12: The complete street network north of McKee Road opposite Nesbitt Road is not shown (Kapec Road
extends north and intersects Williamsburg and Anton). Kapec Road is incorrectly shown as a dead-end roadway, and
Williamsburg/Anton is shown as a T-intersection.
4. 4-78 (B.2 Existing Transportation Modes and Traffic)
- Note that, effective May 24 of 2009, five distinct route numbers operated within the Beltline/Verona Road area.
- Route 18 operates all day long seven days a week (530a-1200a weekdays, 630a-1100p weekends).
- Route 19 operates all day long on weekdays (530a-1130p); Route 55 operates during weekday peak
hours only (630a-930a and 430p-730p); Route 56 operates during weekday peak hours only (530a-930a
and 330p-630p); Route 59 operates weekends only (700a-1100p)

5. 4-79 & 4-80, Figures B.2-3 & B.2-5: There is an inaccurate portrayal of Routes 18 using the Midvale- Beltline pattern and
Route 56.
6. 4-87, Figure B.4.2-6: Metro Transit notes the existing bus stop zone on the east side of Midvale Boulevard, north of the
signalized intersection at Hammersley/Nakoma, would appear to occupy the through traffic lane due to expansion of the
intersection. This bus stop zone is presently out of the traffic flow of the two adjacent travel lanes and serves as a time stop where
buses await their scheduled departure time. The City recommends that this bus stop zone be maintained as distinct from the
through travel lanes to avoid conflicts between the parked bus and through traffic.

DMNA supports all efforts to make bus travel easy and safe.
p. 7
Stage 3 Project Improvements in the SDEIS

DMNA vehemently opposes Stage 3, but offers a response to some of the city staff comments.
Property Acquisitions
1. The Supplemental Final Environmental Impact Statement should recognize and acknowledge the negative impact on market
values and the depreciation of properties and structures scheduled for acquisition and demolition/relocation as part of the Stage
3 improvements. Furthermore, the City of Madison proposes - as a component of the property acquisitions for the project – that a
“real estate/corridor management plan” process be developed, and a formal agreement be entered into with WisDOT. This is
necessary to ensure that, certain properties do not fall into disrepair and create additional problems in this sensitive
neighborhood. The real estate/corridor management plan should also allow for WisDOT to acquire (and potentially demolish)
certain properties early in the project development process.

Buying up and demolishing property would simply help to make Stage 3 an inevitable outcome. The
City of Madison should insist that owners keep up their property by enforcing the zoning code rather
than encouraging destruction of neighborhood businesses and homes.

Stage 3 Bicycle Facilities
1. ES-7 Stage 3: Figure ES 3-4 should show the existing Badger State Trail, that extends south from the Southwest Path at the
Capital City Trail, as this facility is a major bicycle path that extends to the State of Illinois.

Absolutely, the maps should show the Badger State Trail. It was paved this summer.
2. In the Stage 3 design, there is an option to bring the Southwest Bicycle Path up to Raymond Road and cross 151 on the
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Raymond Road bridge. The City recommends maintaining the grade separation for bikes and minimizing the conflicts that are
inherent when cycle paths arterials at grade

Grade separation for bikes and pedestrians is always a good idea as long as the routes are not so
circuitous that usage would be limited.

3. In the Stage 3 design, there is an option to bring the Southwest Bicycle Path up and over the depressed freeway. Given the
significant vertical height of this bridge, it is important that it be designed and treated carefully – in order to reduce cyclist and
pedestrian discomfort.

Agreed. Make bike/ped approaches comfortable for users.
p. 7
Stage 3 Traffic Circulation
4. WisDOT proposes to eliminate the on- and off-ramps from the Beltline to Seminole Highway, as part of Stage 3 improvements.
It is important that redirected traffic be considered in the operation of the signals at Midvale Boulevard and Nakoma Road, and
Todd Drive and the frontage roads. The elimination of the ramps should be re-evaluated as part of the Stage 3 planning process.

Closing the off-ramp to Seminole would be a severe hardship to the Dunn’s Marsh neighborhood, and
closing the on-ramp to the Beltline just east of Seminole would cause congestion at Todd Drive.
Stage 3 Transit
5. (ES-13, 2. Bicycle/Pedestrian Impacts, Stage 3): WisDOT should carefully re-evaluate pedestrian and bicycle access to transit
routes under the one-way pair scenario. Southbound buses between Summit Road and McKee Road would only be able to serve
stop locations along the western frontage road, inaccessible to those east of the depressed freeway - except at the widely spaced
roadway crossings of Summit, Raymond and Williamsburg.

We don’t quite understand the one-way pair of Verona Frontage roads. The one-way pairs seem
awkward. It seems they would cause traffic to go onto neighborhood streets to go the “other way.”

6. (2-18, Figure 2.5-13): WisDOT should re-evaluate Stage 3 traffic circulation in the Summit intersection area, as part of the
Stage 3 planning activities. There could be a possible alternative for westbound traffic on the southfrontage road, approaching
the Summit intersection from Seminole Highway: Rather than have this westbound traffic (wanting to head south along
Summit/Atticus towards Allied) needing to twice cross the one-way northbound traffic flow (first prior to reaching Summit
intersection, then again turning left onto Summit/Atticus towards Allied) - instead route this frontage road from Seminole directly
into the Summit/Atticus area. This concept would create a T-intersection of Summit at Atticus and the realigned
Frontage Road - similar to the geometry on the opposite side of Verona Road by Home Depot.

The one-way frontage road pairs seem like a nightmare for the neighborhood, Without a map is it
difficult how the City means to route traffic directly from Seminole to Summit. Would this put traffic
into the neighborhood or require more buildings to be torn down?

END of Dunn’s Marsh Neighborhood Association response to Madison City staff comments on the
Verona Road SDEIS. Completed 11-23-10.
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